EADS/Airbus release their Q3/2011 financial results on 10 November 2011 in which they formally
confirm A340 program termination –

Equivalent to

131

actual A340-500/600 production series aircraft.

Q3/2011 EADS webcast : EADS/ Airbus financial director Hans Peter Ring said the company had
decided to abandon production of the A340, admitting: "We have accepted reality. We have not sold
any A340s for nearly two years."
Airbus Press Release – 10 November 2011

My witness statement in 2007 (A340 paragraphs 187-227) sets out, at paragraph 224.2, the third party
consensus forecast of 135 aircraft, similar to my guidance to PwC in early 2007, <only 4 more than the
final 131 above> and a further reduction from the 150 aircraft – subject to no A340 engineering
upgrade, confirmed in July 2006- - which I advised MAC’s Mssrs Edwards, Neill, Dekker and Butyniec on
19 Feb. 2006 (w/s paragraph.200) and reiterated on 8/9/10 Aug.2006 (PD22/23) & 14 Sept. 2006 (PD24).
Airbus Orders fell from 153 aircraft at 31 Jan 2007 to 130 a/c by 9 May - PwC Report/TSE public release.
FYI: EADS financial statements are audited by E&Y LLP and KPMG LLP
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Former President and CEO Mr R Neill (now Vice Chairman) - his oral evidence on 14 Nov. 2007 (p436+)
Mr Stafford
Accounts are based on pessimistic
Mr Neill
No – realistic!
Mr Stafford
Where are accounts placed
Mr Neill
Between the two
Mr Stafford
Where is it now?
Mr Neill
Lower than 300 - probably between 250 and 300 aircraft
( increased from 284a/c on 16 February 2007 to a MAC 1 March 2007 document
subsequently disclosed on 8 June 2009 which shows 291 a/c – 3605C/D – as MAC
representation to PwC & E&Y)
Mr Stafford

Mr Neill
Mr Stafford

Mr Neill

Judge
Mr Neill
Judge
Mr Neill

Mr Stafford
Mr Neill
Mr Stafford
Mr Neill
Mr Stafford
Mr Neill
Mr Stafford

There was a meeting in Toronto on 8th August 2006 – which was attended by Mr Little
and you. Whilst there he discussed with you his concerns of the balance sheet
treatment of the A340 NRCs - PD22 etc
Correct
He said to you – there was an arbitration going on regarding the way the price increase
worked . He said even if arbitration goes in our favour – still have to write down some
of our profits <please read MAC CFO cross-examination Oral evidence from Mr Dekker
on 10 June 2009 (p152+) to support and explain my analysis>
Agree that he discussed the write down of profits ………….I said that the anticipated sales
– there is absolutely no question we would cover all of the costs. PwC go into this. We
looked at this very seriously – before we came to that conclusion.
Already had a plan from Airbus – that is higher than that briefing {RAN referring to
2993Teal Group April 2006 forecast of 163/135 aircraft}…….
Airbus now more confident?
(In A340 -500/600 – Feb2007.153 sales orders)
It’s very technical – aircraft can fly anywhere.
You did not share the pessimism. Your cynicism about that pessimism has been
vindicated because you have sold more?
Correct. I chose to call the suppliers and discussed with them how they saw the futurethey said the estimate in the journal (BL Note: referring to Teal) was extremely
pessimistic.
When did you have that discussion?
Q1.2006 and Q3 and another one just a month ago. (BL:Airbus.30Sept2007:138 orders)
and (BL. Airbus latest O&D)
You could see what forecast said and spoke to RR
(Mr Neill had referred to the retired RR COO - Mr John Cheffins)
One of many
Said it was pessimistic and as events turned out – proved to be pessimistic?
Yes
Document 2998/9 Dead Plane flying – April 2007 – over page . They have said that the
forecast now 139 not 163
(BL Note: confirmed typo in fact April 2006 = 135 – see doc 2981)
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Mr Neill
Mr Stafford
Mr Neill
Mr Stafford
Mr Neill

Yes
Still predicting low forecast?
Yes
Belies the optimism you just stated
Moved the number up by 3 – Phased out by 2010 – do not hear
Airbus saying that.
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Mr Edwards was asked during his initial testimony by v/c in the UK court on 5 June 2008 (p19)
Mr Edwards I have no recollection. In this industry there are repeated obligations on revenue and price
increases to reflect cost increases. I have no recollection of the detail.
Judge
No more questions on detail. ME has no day-to-day knowledge
Mr Little
In my experience he has a phenomenal memory
Judge
On what has been suggested, where you say you do not have recollection, are you being
untruthful?
Mr Edwards That is incorrect. I take offence at that. I believe my memory is good but I can’t recall things I
wasn’t involved in.
Mr Little
10 August 2006 After the Board meeting. Our meeting included a discussion of the A340500 and 600 programme being under review in Airbus, which would have a serious effect
on our recovery………
Mr Edwards Your role was in relation to marketing issues, but I wasn’t involved at that level of detail
Mr Little
I said it would mean write offs on our Balance Sheet
Mr Edwards You never mentioned it to me at all (Perjury? – (1))
<BL Observation – (1) Contrary to Mr Edwards oral evidence above Magellan’s UK legal
team led by Mr Lynch QC, in their Respondents PD schedule dated 16 November 2007
provided to the court, ACCEPT that I disclosed the A340 PD23 information to Mr Neill and
Mr Edwards after the MAC Board Meeting.>
PD23 is stated in my Witness Statement at para 212 ------ “After the MAC Board on 10
August 2006, while I was still in Toronto, I had a meeting with Mr. Neill and Mr. Edwards on
a number of matters. During this meeting, I told Mr Edwards of my concerns regarding the
A340 programme and also informed Mr Edwards and Mr. Neill that on the basis of my own
market intelligence, I understood that three scenarios were being considered by Airbus for
the A340 programme – namely 60, 80 or 100 further aircraft deliveries from January 2007.
Compared with the assumption of a further 800 exhaust system deliveries from January
2007 assumed in the EAC this represented a downgrade of perhaps 50% and in my
opinion, had serious adverse implications for MAC’s ability to recover the NRC in the
Group balance sheet against the future profits from this programme, which we would
have to address through our accounts and disclosure to the stock market. This was my
Twenty-third Protected Disclosure.” >
<See his approval of final pricing counter offer at lower prices than used in Q2.2006 EAC which
documented 5.2 m gross losses and before the Q2 results were published to TSE. This crucial final offer
was not discussed or approved in the 10 August 2006 Board / Mr Dimma>
click to listen to MAC.Q3.2006 webcast Q&A:Mr Proulx (read p.15+) re MAC assets/etc “Claude
Proulx - BMO Capital Markets – Analyst …. 15 November 2006 webcast
And the second question is , I mean, I look at your stock today and it’s trading at roughly 80% of book value.
And I always believe that the market to some extent is efficient. And I’m wondering , to what extent can we
trust your book? I mean, the book is really – that’s its real. I mean , understand that there is some real estate
probably – maybe understate the book. But at the same time, there’s a lot of things in your inventories –
engineering , average excess over costs – where it’s going to be more questionable, especially in light of the
performance that you are generating these days. Can you talk about this or – interrupts
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Extract from my website www.fortfield.com Part G MAC Chairman Mr Edwards
testimony - he trained as a lawyer - continued (the day after the Magellan Aerospace
FY2008 financial statements were published to the TSE and public) by video conference on
Tuesday 31 March 2009 (p.9)
Mr Little

The financial statements that E & Y rely on are produced by management

Mr Edwards

When your auditors <sign> statements they have done a thorough detailed review.
Directors can’t get into details and rely on the professionals. Given your sensitivity and
since you’ve gone we have gone through due diligence and we have to rely on them. And
shortly later

Mr Little

Document 3602. Have you seen this before?
(Airbus Orders & Deliveries spreadsheet from their website - Feb 2007)

Mr Edwards

No

Mr Little

Airbus website . Orders column for A340-500/600. Total now 153. This was the document
now provided to PwC and also what was given to E&Y. Have you any idea of what the
orders position is re this aircraft?

Mr Edwards

Not at all

Mr Little

It is reduced. The orders position has reduced. Do you see why I continued to be
concerned that you’re not aware that management have misrepresented, misled and been
untruthful to the public and to the auditors, and PwC have not included any documents
that would undermine this?

Judge

What is being suggested is management has deliberately over-stated the health of the
project by deliberately mis stating the figures. Are you able to comment?

Mr Edwards

He used the word untruthful and I take some offence at that. My view of Mr Neill, Mr
Dekker, Mr Butyniec – they do things right and with integrity. It bothers me to hear that
comment. E&Y has been in my view absolutely diligent in producing these accounts. Have
been super sensitive and have never provided the Board of Directors with any reason for
write-off - given their degree of professionalism – one can always point to a number of
variables. Economy has slowed down, have to look at the pricing/cost forecast. We don’t
have the skill set to focus on this one issue. PwC/EY would also look at revenue/costs.
<See his approval of final pricing counter offer at lower prices than used in Q2.2006 EAC
which documented 5.2 m gross losses and before the Q2 results were published to TSE. This
crucial final offer was not discussed or approved in the 10 August 2006 Board / Mr
Dimma>

<BL Observation – (4) (Note:A340 significiance to MAC finances as the largest asset for cash recovery
in MAC Balance Sheet & my email to Mr Edwards (and Mr Dimma) in Sept. 2007 with A340 illustrative
examples on PwC “findings of fact” omissions/errors etc.). This Exhibit was in the PwC report at
Exhibit 8.2. Please also note that Mr Edwards received a letter dated 4 December 2006 with a dossier
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which contained DIR44 –UK Times article– 28 Oct. 2006 “End Looms for Airbus A340 as Emirates
cancels $4bn orders”. PwC UK and Canada, E&Y UK and Canada and every MAC Director had a copy of
this letter and document below. See also my Website Part D Exhibits 8.1-8.4 and oral evidence.
DIR44 –UK Times article– 28 Oct. 2006 “End Looms for Airbus A340 as Emirates cancels $4bn orders”.
: At the outset I told PwC about the Emirates cancellation of 18 A340 600 in late 2006 – click –
PwC audit Emirates accounts and you can read here in its April 2007 Annual Report – no A340 orders.
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Prior to my termination some relevant information / documents
Although PwC had access to my PC via Mr Dimma from January/February 2007 when PwC finally
provided to us “forensic CD copies of my PC contents” in mid April 2007 I extracted a substantive
number of emails / folder files (CD2) and we provided these to Mr Edwards and Mr Dimma for delivery
to PwC (due to the specific terms of a Legal Undertaking demanded by PinsentMasons in April
2007.doc.3188/9) within 48 hours. A month later, PwC UK advised us they had still not received the CD2
– Both Mr Dimma and Mr Edwards had clearly failed to forward that CD2 to PwC. A further CD2 copy
was then sent directly by my solicitors, on my instruction, to PwC UK and PinsentMasons in May
2007.doc3207A refers to that.
NONE of the contents of those CD2 emails/folder files are mentioned or Exhibits in either of the PwC
Reports. The reader will have noted that the Final PwC report was published at the end of August 2007
after the seven-month C$3m “independent forensic investigation?” was commissioned by Mr Dimma. I
wrote specifically about this crucial subject and the broader PwC Final report to both Mr Edwards and
Mr Dimma on 11 September 2007 (Read receipt from both). (A few examples of those crucial omissions
(1) my 19 Feb 2006 email above -- on probable A340 -500/600 production build projections of 150
aircraft <also see my witness statement at paragraph.200> or
(1) Extract from my 19 Feb 2006 email

19 Feb 2006 - See below - estimate of 75 aircraft delivered + aircraft to build (max ) = 150 aircraft
/600 engines (MAX) based on sales campaigns

I told – click- PwC that they should obtain 2/3 external market forecasts (at least 7 available)
inc.Teal Reports available in PwC London and also read my document with history analysis:PwC
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(2) Mr Butyniec’s Best and Final Offer (BAFO) 11 August 2006. (approved by Mssrs Edwards and Dekker)
Former President and CEO Mr R Neill (now Vice Chairman) -14 November 2007 (p438+)
Mr Stafford Volume 6 document 2115 – will see dated 7 September 2006 – An Airbus document – move
forward to 6/2117. 3rd box down – A340 – 500, A340-600
(BL note- MAC provided both E&Y and PwC with Feb 2007 version from Airbus (doc.3600).
Mr Neill
Assuming also 7th September
Mr Stafford These are the projections?
Mr Neill
Plan for production.
Mr Stafford It does not look healthy for 2006 – and appears to be diminishing from 2006 – 2008
Mr Neill
Yes
Mr Stafford Aware of this at the time
Mr Neill
Yes
Mr Stafford There was pessimism from Airbus at the time?
Mr Neill
Yes
Mr Stafford The only trade estimates referred to by PwC – are Forecast international. Did you provide
Teal?
Mr Neill
We gave everything we had to hand – included the plan for production. Did not include the
International – I think it included Teal – but cannot recall.
Judge
Did you provide data from other publications?
Mr Neill
Yes
The Judge is accessing his notes from the evidence at P441/442 by Mr Neill on 14 November 2007
following Mr Lynch QC’s second challenge to our junior counsel’s record of that UK court evidence
during 27 July 2009 (40-43)
“Did you provide Data from other Publications?” –
Judge

Judge
Mr Little
Mr Neill
Judge
Mr Neill
Judge
Mr Neill

Mr Neill - Yes

My notes say that he was aware of a production plan, and the pessimism was shared and
reflected in Teal Group forecasts. And he mentions that Forecast International is referred to
in PwC, we provided all the information to PwC which included all the plans from Airbus,
and we didn't give them Forecast International. They had to obtain them. We also
provided data from other publications.
From my note it looks as though it was the evidence that further documentation was
provided. (Pause)
Okay, so on that basis, sir –
Do you want me to add, sir?
Yes, please.
Judge?
Yes.
Yes, it's now two years since this happened but I recall quite clearly, and Mr Little knows
this, that it was my practice to keep copies of all trade publication articles, documents, as
well as any forecast that we would make, this would be, the trade publications would be
Flight International and Aviation Week primarily, but other things, such as Air Transport
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World and the likes. What I did was I handed the file, with as much of that data in it that I
had, I gave it to Pricewaterhouse. And I do not recall if the Teal presentations that I
referred to earlier were in that file or not.
As you have just read Mr Neill’s clear recollection of this “Data from other publications” was that in
March 2007 he provided PwC with his file of A340 press articles etc retained from Flight International,
Aviation Week and Air Transport World publications and perhaps others.(c) He could not recall whether
he provided the Teal Group external market presentation information. These naturally gave a sense as
to the A340 market/sales etc. at the relevant times (e.g. November 2005 = 4270), and (e.g. January 2006
= 4272-4) and (1 August 2006 = 4279 – part of conversation re PD22 with Mr Neill on 8 August 2006)
whilst he provided his general aerospace industry perspective each quarter in his briefings during the
Earnings webcast calls – e.g. Page 2 of the Q2.2006 – 15 August 2006 where he briefed the industry
equity analysts
“On top of that, there was the indecision that we had around the whole A350 program, and then the
final decision to go with what is now known as the A350 XWB as a competitor to Boeing's latest product.
They took pains in getting there and, in doing so, they sent a number of concerns back not only through
the investment community but through the supply chain as well, especially for those who had already
started working on the A350 program.
In Boeing's case -- different story. The story for the quarter was the strength of the order book for the
Boeing 787 that built through that period but also for the Boeing 777 as well. In fact, Boeing won the
bulk of the orders for twin-aisle airplanes and had, for the first time, some success that they could
boast about. We saw that at the Farnborough Air Show.” …….. < Mr Neill knew in August 2006>
I know he did retain such a file in his office as on regular occasions we would discuss articles and
subjects which we had both seen or read – including the two referenced here. I also used articles from
publications regularly in my December 2005, March 2006, and May 2006 Magellan Aerospace Board
presentations.
PwC do not mention any market data/articles from any publications in their C$3m+ report. Although
a “forensic” investigation PwC were also unable; recently, to retrieve Mr Neill’s “Publications” file and
return it to MAC when requested (4294A/G). This was to enable its contents for the period September
2005– March 2007 to be a matter of court record. I have been able to obtain all the relevant A340
articles directly from the Publications mentioned by Mr Neill on 27 July 2007 for that period.
Those articles (c). that I recall that Mr Neill and I had read separately and discussed (mostly Flight
international) are annotated accordingly now in the UK court bundle and feature in my A340 Report
from pages 26 – 29 at the relevant timelines in 2005 – 2006.
I also remember picking up a copy of Business Week in early November 2005 (whilst in North America)
and reading the article “Boeing Roars Ahead” which included the remarks “the A340 is going the way
of the dinosaur” from Ed Greenslet of Airline Monitor, one of the other external market forecasters. I
remember discussing and leaving that Business Week magazine (4296/A) with Mr Neill – it would
probably have been in this Publications file – certainly he was well aware of the A340 subject matter
from our multiple discussions.
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Mr Butyniec – Current President and CEO: As we worked more closely together from mid-2005 and as
time progressed I became more aware that Mr Butyniec’s strengths did not lie in financial/numerical
literacy and the reader/listener can hear an audio tape later in website Part G during my interview
(2812) with PwC in January 2007 in which I state “ I think you just need to ask yourself that this man is
due to retire (Mr Neill) , he wants to go up the way to whatever, he doesn’t want a balance sheet that
effectively is going to get write –offs. He and Mr Dekker and I have got to face into that because that’s
what’s going to happen.That’s not fair to Mr Butyniec to be taking over a balance sheet that isn’t right”>
His oral evidence in January 2008(p162) : A340:P81 including<Mr Butyniec was not interviewed by PwC>
Mr Little
Document 7/2892 Inventory section re engineering costs. About C$100m in
Engineering/learning costs.
Mr Butyniec
Talk to John
Mr Little
A340 programme is about $34-40m. It’s a significant amount?
Mr Butyniec
It is
Judge
Why are you asking the witness to look at something that is not in dispute?
Mr Little
Move to Vol5/1830 – Q2.2006 EAC for A340 programme. Gross loss of around $5m
Mr Butyniec
I can’t talk intelligently about this document (the PwC Exhibits 8.3) and
(approved by Mssrs Edwards and Dekker)would only increase the losses from those in the
Q2.2006 EAC. This was not discussed or approved by the MAC Audit Committee /MAC
Board on 10th Aug.
Mr Little
Mr Butyniec
Mr Little
Mr Butyniec
Mr Little
Mr Butyniec
Mr Little
Mr Butyniec
Mr Little
Mr Butyniec
Mr Little
Mr Butyniec
Mr Little
Mr Butyniec

But you review each quarter with the finance people?
Are the spares in here?
Changes to improve the results by Q4.2006?
There is arbitration going on ……………………….…Mr Dekker oral evidence – (p152) Exhibit 8.1
Price escalating?.......................... Mr Butyniec’s Best and Final Offer (BAFO) 11 August 2006.
I’m not sure if all put in - there was definitely some escalations
One of the things different is about the marketing forecasts as well as Airbus. What
marketing forecasts were used?
I don’t know
Airbus internal plan – rate about 10 per year?
That makes sense <then read the actual MAC production submission here>
Mr Vandersteen’s comments on A340 – “Trashed”- (doc2291) Mr Underwood didn’t relate
to you?
No
Are you certifying the accounts?
I’m trusting the people who work for my organization, yes

(BL Observation : The reader should note my written evidence (Website Part B : para 205) which states
“.. In a conversation at Farnborough Airshow in July 2006 with Mr Butyniec, held after he had met
Aircelle representatives to try and progress the commercial negotiations on the application of the
pricing escalation formula , he said he too was concerned about MAC/Aeronca ever recovering its NRC
investment on the A340-500/600.” Mr Butyniec and/or the Respondents counsel Mr Lynch QC never
challenged this evidence in court.
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8.3 Part B : Oral evidence from Mr Dekker on 10 June 2009. (p133+)
Judge

Mr Dekker
Mr Little
Mr Dekker
Judge
Mr Lynch
Mr Dekker
Judge
Mr Dekker
Mr Little

Judge
Mr Little
Mr Dekker

Mr Little

Mr Dekker
Mr Little
Mr Dekker
Mr Little

Mr Dekker

If the Q4 2006 EAC had continued with the underlying gross loss of 5.22 million <as per
the Q2.2006 EAC> and the further £2.734 million costs increase by Q4 2006 had been
recorded at circa $10 million loss, would MAC senior officers have recorded from that EAC
a circa $10 million plus loss in Q4 2006 earnings and then stated that in the FY 2006
published accounts?
Yes.
Right
But -But -Yes, please.
But it's based on a lot of presumptions.
Right.
The final question is, would we post the accounts correctly, of course we would, if that
was truly a loss we would post the accounts correctly and record a loss.
Can I just clarify something now, if we just look at document 1831 in the bundle, what
you're saying, John, then, is, and this is for everybody else, if the number do you know
here, $137172, which is the very bottom of the sheet, marked D, I think, sir.
Yes….. we have it
So, Mr Dekker, if D was minus $10 million,I think you've just told the tribunal that you
would then be posting 10 million loss to the accounts?
If you're asking me if this schedule generated the number of minus 10 million in the
bottom of the programme total, would we record it that way, no. Not solely on the basis
of this schedule. This schedule is an estimate at complete, and each quarter we do
various scenarios of this schedule, there are three major variables that affect the
outcome of this schedule, sorry to bring it to such basic levels, but it's number of units,
times revenue per unit, and the cost. If our best view, our -- let me identify best, our
most reasoned view and most likely outcome showed a 10 million loss, yes, we would
post that loss. Each of those three variables has a habit of changing on us. And as such,
this schedule will change each time we do it. We also have uncertainty about the future,
so our view as to what's going to happen into the future will also affect how this schedule
is completed.
But the core question is, if as a result of doing all of that, that number became minus 10
million, would you be posting minus 10 million to the accounts? (BL : Note also the
relevance to the Q2.2006 A340-500/600 EAC of ($5.2m) etc etc)
If our best view, our -- let me identify best, our most reasoned view and most likely
outcome showed a 10 million loss, yes, we would post that loss.
And it is correct, Mr Dekker, that this document is the primary document which Ernst &
Young would use in their audit process?
We would give them this document in the audit process, plus the supporting detail, I can't
say that this is the primary document but I have to believe it's one of the key ones.
Right, and in the audit testing processes, which we're both familiar with, in terms of the
primary part of their job, for want of a better word, that's what this Excel work sheet will
become, and its backing paper, what they use to do their calculations of mathematics on.
I believe so, I'm not present at each of the business units when the auditors are in but
certainly that would be a logical assumption, I would expect nothing different.
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Mr Little

Right, and sir, just for factual record, in the final report at paragraph 8.61, PwC, it
confirms that this was the document used for year end audit testing purposes.

Vice President Finance (CFO) and Corporate Secretary - Mr Dekker - His oral evidence (p167) and at
Report in April 2008 : P79 including
Mr Little

A340-500/600 aircraft programme was the largest product except the super jumbo Airbus A380
?
Mr Dekker It is one of the largest
Mr Little
In terms of the MAC Balance Sheet, C$40+?
Mr Dekker Approx that yes
Mr Little
This is probably the biggest single item to be a management issue from the inventory?
Mr Dekker I don’t think I can dispute this
and shortly thereafter
Mr Dekker I’d go through with Mr Neill the certificates and identify remarks of that nature. We need to
be sure we’re fully versed. I saw this (referring to document 2006) and Mr Neill said he’d talked
to Mr Little already. Issue re enough product from Aeronca. It was not my expertise. I’d just
leave that to him.
Judge
What he wants to know is did you have a discussion with Mr Little?
Mr Dekker It was noted

Mr Little
Mr Dekker
Mr Little
Mr Dekker

Would you expect Mr Little to be obliged to look at the accounts, Aeronca EAC (BL referring
to document EAC.Q2.2006.1830 etc) to satisfy himself?
The self-certification process is laid out fairly clearly
Can you specifically say you’d be expecting me to satisfy myself?
I’d be disappointed if you didn’t

Mr Little
Judge
Mr Little
Judge
Mr Lynch

Can we look now specifically at document 1830 for Q2.2006
Have we left PD22? We know what and why, what’s 1830 got to do with it?
It would have been one of the documents I would have looked at
You don’t need to justify…. Mr Lynch QC interrupts
And Mr Neill has been fully cross examined regarding this

Mr Little

On 14th the conversation Mr Dekker and me had re arbitration might not have been
connecting. I was getting increasingly anxious.
Did you have that impression re Aeronca
It was of concern to him yes. As it was to all of us
PD24 then
This is the telephone conversation between JD/BL on 14th September. In it BL is saying this
really is getting much worse. Very concerned re financial statements. What does Mr Dekker
recall? We talked for 29 minutes and you were ……. Judge interrupts

Judge
Mr Dekker
Judge
Mr Little
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Judge

Sorry to cut across you again. It looks like it’s admitted so you don’t need to go there. It’s also
accepted it tends to show breach
Mr Lynch QC NO, No!!
Judge
You’ve admitted it in your schedule
Mr Lynch QC Oh, I see, of reasonable belief ……………………………………………..(See page 26-27)
Judge

It’s a continuation of your allegations on 11th August. As a finding of fact, I can’t conceive we
wouldn’t find on that. The only issue is whether you had reasonable belief.
Mr Lynch QC If everything alleged is established, the real reason is reasonable belief, and we dealt with Mr
Neill with…… Judge interrupts (see also Part K 1B - Mr Lynch QC)
Judge
It’s the same issue. It comes back to March re MAC financial statements.
Mr Little
I was specifically concerned because I saw at least C$10m, and probably more….
Judge

Mr Stafford QC cross examined Mr Neill. Do you want to focus on a question to Mr Dekker?
Any question you can ask Mr Dekker to establish or show us your reasonable belief. You should
also bear in mind they all had concerns

Mr Little

I had a real concern that Arbitration was not just the solution that we had to address. The
magnitude and impact were not being recognized.

Judge

You’ve heard the Claimant’s motivation. What can you tell us? It was a valid concern. How did
you regard it at that time?

Mr Dekker

We were aware of this programme and the risk. It was not being disregarded by anyone. As a
management team it’s important to have different points of view. Mr Little’s view is important
in this assessment but his is not the only one. His point of view was valuable. The auditors
were comfortable with the outcome.

Some two years after Mr Linsdell left this 2 minute voicemail you can read also Mr Linsdell’s email reply
to me (dated 12 January 2009) in response to my email asking for confirmation of the actual A340
documents disclosed to E&Y for their audit and EAC testing in FY2006 and other documents relating to
their audits in FY2005 and FY2006.This included a further A340 document (doc3605A) – in May 2009 –
with a comment from Mr Dekker via the Magellan UK solicitors in which they state………
“As you know both Ernst and Young and PricewaterhouseCoopers were comfortable with the manner
in which the Respondent justified the quantity of units expected to be delivered. For the sake of
clarity, we also attach (at page 2 – 3605A) a document that our client has recently prepared which At a
glance the assessment that would have been carried out by the auditors in order to satisfy themselves
that the accounting on this matter was appropriate”
OPEN LETTER to the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Mr Louis P. Pagnutti , of Ernst & Young (MAC
public auditors) and other prior back-up documents . Magellan Aerospace Corporation 2010 AGM
Resolutions and AGM (14 May 2010) and other relevant documents.
See OPEN LETTER to Mr Trent Henry (successor) - sent 5 May 2011
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8.3 Part C ; oral evidence from Mr Bill Dimma (Chair : MAC Audit Committee) 4 June 2008
Mr Little
Was I asked to make amendments about factual accuracy? Vol 8/3002 Sent by
independent lawyers working for the Audit Committee. I asked to make comments as I had
been advised to do so by Deloitte. I asked if I could be invited to comment on the factual
accuracy – it was denied .. see emails below
Mr Dimma You met with PwC during the investigation?
Mr Little
These are specific questions I asked if I could make comments. This opportunity was
denied.
Mr Dimma In the view of the Audit Committee, PwC is a reputable audit firm, a first class UK forensic
accountancy team, capable of getting all the facts for a sound report. They did so. There
was no need for other parties comments.
Mr Little
Why allow the Magellan management to comment on that PwC report and not me? It
now takes longer for me to bring up factual issues.
Judge
You don’t have to. Not sure Mr Dimma can help on factual issues. Try a couple.
Mr Little
Major concerns about A340, C$40m plus on Magellan balance sheet
Mr Dimma Yes
Mr Little
Significant challenge to inventory value, significant impact on future asset value and cash
recoveries
Mr Dimma Yes
Mr Little
EAC – estimate at completion document – did the Audit Committee look at this regularly?
Mr Dimma Yes
Mr Little
I raised the issue about this in Q2.2006
Mr Dimma Yes
Mr Little
Vol 5 /1830 A340 Estimate at Completion June 2006 Q2.2006
Mr Dimma Yes
Mr Little
Gross profit / loss was a $ 5m+ loss
Mr Dimma Yes, I see the number
(2) Mr Butyniec’s Best and Final Offer (BAFO) 11 August 2006. (approved by Mssrs Edwards
and Dekker)would only increase the losses from those documented in the Q2.2006 EAC.
This was not discussed or approved by the MAC Audit Committee /MAC Board on 10th Aug.
Mr Little

That didn’t appear in the accounts at Q2 when reviewing the certification documents. I put
a note on 9 August 2006; Please discuss A340, Boeing Systems integrator kits. I had a
discussion on my return on 8 August about that. Did Mr Neill tell you I had that discussion?
Mr Dimma I would like to make a general comment before going into this level of detail
Judge
Are you struggling to answer?
Mr Dimma The Audit Committee looks at things from a different level of detail. We looked very, very
carefully at the draft and final PwC report, but we didn’t get into the exquisite level of
detail that Mr Little is now pursuing and Mr Dekker would have been involved with.
Judge
Once you received the PwC report, the Audit Committee looked at it but didn’t
investigate the factual issues on which the conclusions were based?
Mr Dimma The Audit Committee read the report, discussed it, but focused principally on the
conclusions and no exquisite details at the bottom of the numbers
Judge
I’m not sure you’ll get more than that?
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Mr Edwards was asked during his initial testimony by videoconference in the UK public court on 5 June
2008 (p20)
Mr Little
Why were my points, especially on the A340, not included in the PwC report?
Mr Edwards A large amount of money was spent on the external auditors E&Y and the third party PwC.
They were of high repute. They reported to the Board and the Audit Committee, it was
acceptable to rely on them.
Judge
“How much money was spent on the PwC Report?”
Mr Edwards “Too much!! The shareholders struggle with the fact that the amount spent on that report
could have been used for creating jobs etc….it cost in excess of C$3m. It is a substantial
amount, but it was at the instruction of the Audit Committee, which is made up of fully
engaged independent directors. It was a standard and detailed report.
<BL Observation - see UK evidence in court at Attachment D and point 3 below which
includes email offers of support to Mr Edwards and Mr Dimma for recovery of £1M of fees
from PwC in my email dated 13 October 2008 and emails below. Also later in Part G the
requests to PwC top management in PwC UK and PwC Canada to carry out their own
internal investigation in accordance with their quality and governance processes and
return £1m in fees to Magellan and its ordinary shareholders as “responsible leadership”
which at the very least were now “doing the right thing”.
See My A340 Report for PwC comments (pages 132-148) including my emails to
Mr Ian Powell (Chairman/Senior Partner – PwC UK) and
Mr Christie Clark (CEO/Senior Partner - PwC Canada)
in Attachment H (pages 138/139) and specifically my emails on 5 July 2009, 14 October
2009 and 9 November 2009 to both of them. Classically you can also read their respective
lawyers response. Ms Caroline McQuater for PwC UK - 1 Dec.2009 and Mr Robert
Osborne for PwC Canada – 15 Oct/9 November 2009. By now their CEO internal quality
review should be complete.
Following the 12 January 2010 Press Conferences /website release of the Airbus Orders &
Deliveries (O&D) information at December 2009 - I sent a follow up email to PwC - Mr
Ian Powell, Mr Christie Clark and Mr J Tracey (Copy Mr N.Murray Edwards, E&Y and others)
in which I concluded with
“At the Magellan AGM in May 2009 (transcript in Part H of the website) I said I would
publish all the relevant evidence available to me for the MAC shareholders and other
stakeholders to review and consider for themselves . As you know from my prior emails I
have just released this on my website www.fortfield.com.
You all also know (from 2009 and documented in my Final Report at page 138) Mr Edwards
position on the cost of your PwC report. I ask once again on the basis of all the
evidence/information available together with your own internal review last year , on
behalf of the other MAC public shareholders, that PwC now return at least £1m (of the
C$3m paid for the investigation) to Magellan Aerospace Corporation. If Mr Edwards
wishes to achieve more, given his recorded concerns about the costs, then I will leave
that to the MAC Board and he to pursue. If they wish with my assistance.”>
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Although PwC had access to my PC via Mr Dimma from January/February 2007 when PwC finally
provided to us “forensic CD copies of my PC contents” in mid April 2007 I extracted a substantive
number of emails / folder files (CD2) and we provided these to Mr Edwards and Mr Dimma for delivery
to PwC (due to the specific terms of a Legal Undertaking demanded by PinsentMasons in April
2007.doc.3188/9) within 48 hours. A month later, PwC UK advised us they had still not received the CD2
– Both Mr Dimma and Mr Edwards had clearly failed to forward that CD2 to PwC. A further CD2 copy
was then sent directly by my solicitors, on my instruction, to PwC UK and PinsentMasons in May
2007.doc3207A refers to that.
NONE of the contents of those CD2 emails/folder files are mentioned or Exhibits in either of the PwC
Reports. The reader will have noted that the Final PwC report was published at the end of August 2007
after the seven-month C$3m “independent forensic investigation?” was commissioned by Mr Dimma. I
wrote specifically about this crucial subject and the broader PwC Final report to both Mr Edwards and
Mr Dimma on 11 September 2007 (Read receipt from both)
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27 November 2009 – my OPEN letter to MAC Chairman Mr Edwards, Mr Dimma and all directors
You will note in Part G of my website, and specifically in my 27 November 2009 letter to the MAC
Directors before their December 2009 MAC Board meeting, that each Director has been invited to look
at these very carefully for the FY2009 financial audit by E&Y and when reviewing the FY2010 MAC
budgets for approval at that December Board meeting – you will see this in part of my letter when I
said:
“Part of my team role, as both a MAC Senior Officer and with functional responsibility for coordinating
the MAC strategy, was to identify these major matters and have them addressed by us all within
management. Mr Dekker’s comment to the Judge that I had simply a different point of view about the
A340 -500.600 in August 2006/September 2006 is very far removed from the truth. This week you will
be approving the MAC budgets for 2010. Look specifically at what those MAC budgets include for the
A340 production units and spares.
As you know from my MAC Board May 2006 presentation, there is a typical three year lead time from
aircraft wide body sales campaign to delivery. MAC represented in March 2007 to PwC and E&Y that
in 2010 some 116 units/28 production aircraft (1 March 2007: doc 3605B/D to E&Y and 3605E/G to
PwC) would be built and projected a Spares build of 81 units (14 March 2007: doc 3605H/red Tab page
68) – a total manufacturing requirement in Aeronca of some 200 x A340 units in FY2010.
My view, by February 2007, was that we would be more likely to be facing the production case shown
by MAC at document 3605H dated 14 March 2007 /Page 68 (total production build of 135 aircraft)
whilst back in Aug /September 2006 MAC would be lucky to still be building at a rate of 10 aircraft per
year by 2010 with the termination of meaningful series production of the A340-500/600 very probably
imminent. Even now Mr Neill would, it would appear; based on his July 2009 evidence to the court
does not admit that.
I believe instead you will read in those submitted MAC budgets for 2010 A340 production = 0 and
Spares (rotables and replacements) of 8 – 10 units. This was predictable and indeed predicted by six
external market forecasters, and almost everyone else with experience in the industry from mid
2006/early 2007, except those MAC Senior Officers on this the largest cash recovery/asset in the MAC
Balance Sheet/Strategic Plan. I understand that the Program EAC is not just about volumes, prices
and costs matter too, and those were and have been carefully considered then and now by me. See my
A340.On the Record.Final.Report.”
In his written evidence to the UK court the current MAC Deputy Chairman, and my former boss
President and CEO, Mr Neill (RAN20), stated that Brian “was an experienced operator in the aerospace
industry, with excellent links with key figures (such as Ken Brundell – should be Brundle at Bombardier–
and indeed many others) …and (RAN22) “It was clear to me that the Claimant had lots of experience
and knowledge of the industry. He had a good technical understanding of the issues, a good grasp of
contractual issues (which led me to believe he would be a strong negotiator) and a sound strategic
approach”
BUT, for the first time in my life read (RAN55) and heard that someone, in this case Mr Neill, believed
that Brian ”operated badly on points of detail…..“ and he believed that (RAN11) “Far from being a
financially dubious or badly or carelessly managed group, Magellan was and is a solid performer in an
extraordinarily challenged market backed by major shareholders who are involved and patient
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Background / supporting detail on A340 Spares and Repairs
JUNE 2009:Transcript of court hearing on 8 June at p62-72 Mr Lynch QC to Mr Bobbi X –exam
Information item 1 : sets out the frequency/consistency of Mr Lynch’s mindset/line of questioning
1.1 Line 19 – 25 Mr Lynch QC “What I suggest to you is this : that although, within that context, he
once uses the word “repair”, towards the very end of the email, what I suggest to you is that on a fair
reading of that email it’s plain that what Dr Thamburaj is saying is that the durability or lifespan of
those units is 40,000 flying hours. That’s right, that’s a fair view?”
1.2 and on page 63 states
Line 3 – 7 Mr Lynch QC “Exactly, good, and that relates to replacement, doesn’t it, spares rather than
repairs. If that’s the lifespan of the unit, then once the lifespan is over it’s a question of a replacement,
other than repairs, that’s right, isn’t it?”
Line 9 – 15 Mr Lynch QC “Well, but that would be the obvious inference to draw, wouldn’t it, from what
Dr Thamburaj is saying. The obvious inference to draw is that that is the service limit, that’s the lifespan
of the unit, and obviously, if the lifespan is that, then one needs a new unit when the lifespan is spent.
That’s the obviously sensible reading of Dr Thamburaj’s email, that’s right, isn’t it?”
Mr Bobbi : He is still confusing spares and repairs.
Line 17 – 20 Mr Lynch QC “I don’t think he is, and that’s my point. If we look again at his email isn’t it
perfectly obvious that what Dr Thamburaj is saying is that that is the lifespan of the unit, that’s exactly
what he says.”
1.3 and on Page 65 state
Line 5 – 16 Mr Lynch QC “We have Mr Neill’s email to Mr Moore of PricewaterhouseCoopers. I know it’s
a bit compressed in its typescript. Tribunal, of course there is a bigger version in the bundle, if that’s a
bit small to read. (Pause) <doc 3597…. in referring to doc3605H –Aeronca estimates based on 40K life>.
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Mr Bobbi, you can see, can’t you, looking at the two substantive paragraphs – it actually is a feature of
both of those paragraphs – that Mr Neill makes it expressly clear that Magellan is simply basing its
calculations for accountancy purposes on spares or replacements, he’s not included anything to do
with repairs”.
1.4 and on Pages 72 and 73 line 1-3 states
Line 10 - 13 Mr Lynch QC “Right. So it’s plain, isn’t it, that PwC did indeed examine and accepted for
accountancy purposes, the validity of Dr Thamburaj’s calculations, yes?”
Mr Bobbi “No, that’s not. Because a component has a “lifespan” does not mean necessarily it will be
replaced by something new, it can be repaired.”
Mr Lynch QC “Yes. Well, no, I think the whole point is this, it’s not, Dr Thamburaj’s point was not a
question that they will need repairs after that period, Dr Thamburaj’s point was around 40,000 flying
hours was indeed the lifespan of the unit. That after that, it’s lifespan was spent and should be
replaced. That was the point.”
I wrote my unprecedented letter to Mr Lynch QC and Mr Rae on 30 September 2009
The UK court / Employment Tribunal case being held in Bristol, England has now heard all the evidence
for the Liability phase over 40 plus days during the two year period from October 2007 – October 2009
due to the part-time role of the Tribunal’s three members. Magellan were advised of the Tribunal’s role
in PinsentMasons information / explanation and advice to Mr Dimma/Audit Committee minutes – 21
Dec 2006/3 Jan 2007 (doc 297M/I and 309A/B) which includes as you can see
“Claims lodged with the Employment Tribunal
The primary interest of the Employment Tribunal will be to determine if Mr. Brain Little was “sacked”
because he was preparing to make or had made protected disclosures under the whistleblower policy.
They will not be interested whether the disclosures are true or not”. Based on UK case law the burden of
proof is on Magellan / the Respondents to prove its case. Mr Lynch QC also made Submissions on the
duties and scope of an Employment Tribunal in paragraphs 7 & 8 of his written Submission to the
Employment Judge on 1 June 2009 which includes
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Perhaps this is also a good opportunity to explain “reasonable belief” – as set out by Magellan’s
counsel Mr Lynch QC in some extracts of his written Submissions to the Tribunal to date –
Paras 12 , 13 and 14 “Reasonable belief” ………

I believe the UK Employment Tribunal role and “reasonable belief” is consistent with what I explained
during the Q & A at the MAC AGM in May 2009 – page 8 and 9 and the reason for my resultant
suggestion and my decision to now finally publicly comment and provide the relevant information to
shareholders etc
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Magellan provided their forecast for spares and repairs of 172 units to E&Y and PwC on 1 March 2007
I warned PwC about Spares & full replacements at the outset of their investigation - click here
Information item 2 : Dr Thamburaj’s March 2007 email and report - PwC Exhibit 8.5 (doc 3517-3521>
For information : Dr Thamburaj is the Manager of Advanced Engineering Services at MAC and was
neither interviewed by PwC during their independent forensic investigation nor either member of the UK
legal team.
Correctly Dr Thamburaj in MAC never uses the word “spare and /or replacement” in his email or brief
report . On the contrary -- and consistent with the EASA-approved Aircelle Component Maintenance
manuals -- he states …. repairs throughout…e.g.
His Email - “If the repair opportunity would come to us,……..”
In his Report – “…..This will mean that the components will be coming back for repair within 8 years as a
minimum, if the usage is 5000 h/year.” and “ Actual life limit would be between 33,333h to 37593 h
which means that repairs would be required after 6.6 - 7.5 years at the least.”
Extract from EASA website on Product certification
Article 4 of the Basic Regulation (Regulation (EC) No. 216/2008) requires the European Aviation Safety
Agency to take the responsibility for the design approval of products, parts and appliances designed,
manufactured or used by persons/organisations under the regulatory oversight of EU Member States
(including Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein and Switzerland) except for those excluded by its Annex II or
by its Article 1.2. (products engaged in military, customs, police or similar services).
Email from Gilles COQUELIN T500 Nacelle Customer Support Engineering Leader Customer Support
Engineering - Customer Support Division -Aircelle - SAFRAN Group on 23 June 2009 to Etihad Airways
“There is no specific life limitation for the T500 exhaust system. The exhaust system, as the whole
Nacelle, is certified for 20 OOOFC. If you need further information, please do not hesitate to contact
me.” < EASA / Airbus certification – 20,000 FCycles = 160K+fhrs>
PwC report paragraphs 8.72 and 8.74/8.75
“It is of note that the internal report also makes reference to the requirement for repairs in its
conclusion and not explicitly to the need for spares or replacement units. Management acknowledges
the unpredictability of repair work and has appropriately chosen not to consider repairs in its EAC
analysis. Management believes that given the estimated life of the exhaust system, there will be a
combination of spare units and repair work. Further management asserts that the requirement for spare
units will support and exceed the total number of units projected in the EAC.”… assertion by Mr Neill.
Whilst there are also fundamental aerospace industry failures by PwC to review Spares and Repairs
available information (MAC’s customer Aircelle concludes – “hoax” – website Part E etc) what is equally
disconcerting is that one would reasonably expect “forensic accountants” from PwC NOT to make basic
logic and mathematics errors in a C$3m+ report in calculating a demand of 1572 spares and repairs by
FY2021. I set this out as part of a separate document with six different points about PwC Paragraphs
8.74 /8.75 which can be read by opening this link. As I said in part of my 2007 witness statement at Para
224.4 “In the circumstances I consider the mathematical spares calculation included in the report to
be, at best, misguided.”
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In January 2011 Mr Shannon MP recommended to us that in light of what I had read and the ET (2010)
regulations I would engage with the CAA. As you know Mr Shannon MP wrote to them on 24 January
2011. The correspondence exchanges include this.
CAA letter from Group Director of Safety Regulation – letter dated 8 April 2011
“The CAA is not aware of any life limit imposed on the RR Trent 500 thrust reverser system or the
constituent components. Neither EASA nor CAA has issued Airworthiness Directives on the Trent thrust
reverser system. The thrust reverser system is included in the aircraft maintenance programme and will
be the subject of periodic inspections for condition and operation. This will detect the presence of wear
in components and the need to replace them. In addition, thrust reverser system defects reported by
pilots will be investigated and system rectification carried out as necessary. Where work cannot be
accomplished on the aircraft, the components may be transferred to a workshop to allow the work to be
done. The determination of the required spares to support the Airbus fleet is a matter for Airbus and
the companies involved in supporting the type e.g. Magellan. The authorities would not usually be
involved in any of these deliberations as they are a commercial matter for the individual companies. In
this case, unless the in service experience on type indicates that a problem exists which changes the way
in which the thrust reverser system’s airworthiness is maintained a known or identified failure, the
establishment of an expected replacement time of 30000 to 40000 flying hours is purely a commercial
decision taken by them. It is, in any case, also subject to the involvement and agreement of Airbus as
the primary manufacturer and holder of the type certificate.
The suggestion that there may be a problem with the titanium alloy used in the reverser, which may
underpin the Magellan decision, is something that should have been discussed with Airbus and EASA,
to determine if the information had any bearing upon the continued certification of the aircraft.
I hope that this information helps and that you appreciate the limited role that the CAA can play in such
matters due to the current EU legislative position.”
which then led to the involvement of EASA on 16 June 2011
EASA letter from Certification Deputy Director – letter dated 1 August 2011
“This investigation is now complete and we are pleased to report that no-in service issues have been
reported related to the titanium material of the exhaust nozzle. In addition, this part is not subject to
any mandatory life limit, airworthiness directive, nor any time or cycle limitation in the aircraft
maintenance programme document (MPD). There are no particular concerns with the in-service
experience of this part.”
I know that EASA moved initially in late June 2011 to confirm that there were no safety issues and to
check the current status with actual flying hours and in service experience on Trent 500 nacelle exhaust
systems with Airbus and the airline operators.
EASA letter from Certification Deputy Director – letter dated 15 September 2011
“As you indicated yourself <my letter dated 11 August 2011> the material in your letter does not contain
new technical elements which would lead us to revising our opinion on the case, as indicated in our
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previous letter on the subject. We also acknowledge that you and your constituent had come to the
same conclusion.
I have nevertheless forwarded your letter and its enclosures to our expert who dealt with the case in
the first instance, in order for him to further investigate as appropriate.”
This EASA letter of 1 August 2011 confirmed the completion of that investigation and their interim
conclusions. EASA also, however, made it clear that they wanted to consider any further technical
information and to that end I provided all the information that my constituent had left with me on 1 July
2011. That included all the Magellan documents.
You will have read that their subject matter expert is now considering those technical documents <
including those Magellan and you provided to the public court> as part of the process to enable them to
complete their investigation. You have not provided any further information or contact details, despite
EASA’s request via me, so we must reasonably assume that all the appropriate information in Magellan’s
knowledge or possession has been provided.

EASA subsequently advised Mr Shannon MP on 14 November 2011 of their final conclusions
from their investigations since mid June 2011 in which as you can read states
Airbus has no tangible data or fact that may question the full life capability of the Exhaust
System.
Therefore, Airbus confirms that there is no reduction of the original A340-500/600 exhaust
design life of 100.000 Fh.”
----- Forwarded Message ----From: Copigneaux Frederic <frederic.copigneaux@easa.europa.eu>
To: JIM SHANNON <jim.shannon1@btopenworld.com>
Sent: Monday, 14 November 2011, 11:30
Subject: RE: RE: Re: Your letter dated 11 August 2011
Dear Mr. Shannon,
Thank you very much for your email. I have also received directly parts of this email directly from Mr.
Little.
The situation is presently as follows:
1. Magellan has so far not sent us any form 44, nor contacted us directly. I understand from your
mail that they have no further technical information to give to us and that they will not contact
us by means of a form 44,
2. We have in between proceeded with additional technical investigations with Airbus, which have
liaised with Aircelle. The conclusions of these investigations are:
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Quote
“The Trent 500 Exhaust System has been certified for a fatigue life capability of 20Kcycle (equivalent to
100K flight hours for average A340-500/600 mission type). It shall be noted that the results provided at
the time of certification showed the effect on ductility and on structural strength capability associated
with thermal cycle exposure representative of A340-500/600 specified thermal environment. The
material allowable used to size the exhaust system was based on these results.
Airbus has no tangible data or fact that may question the full life capability of the Exhaust System.
Therefore, Airbus confirms that there is no reduction of the original A340-500/600 exhaust design life of
100.000 Fh.”
Unquote
Following the present state of the case taking into account:
the previous investigations,
the lack of in service events related to this exhaust system,
the above quoted statement from Airbus, which is not challenged by any fact,
and the lack of further technical communication by Magellan or other parties,
we stick to the conclusion reached earlier this year that there is no safety issue nor any maintenance
related issue with the A340-500/600 exhaust system and that no further action is needed from the
Agency.
This conclusion was already communicated to you on 1st August 2011 (letter D53751) and further
confirmed on 15th September 2011 (letter D54474).
We would therefore close the case, but it could be reopened if new safety related information is
brought to our attention.
We do have regular continued airworthiness review meetings with Airbus on all their programmes and
safety related issues are brought to our knowledge during those meetings. This is an obligation set by CE
regulation 1702/2003 (part 21A.3A) onto the type certificate holder (Airbus) and the complete
implementation of this obligation is duly and continuously checked by EASA in the frame of its on-going
surveillance of the Airbus design organisation approval.
I remain at your disposal for any additional information.
Best regards, Meilleures salutations, Mit freundlichen Grüßen
Frédéric Copigneaux
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From: JIM SHANNON [mailto:jim.shannon1@btopenworld.com]
Sent: 14 November 2011 11:39
To: Copigneaux Frederic
Cc: Brian Little
Subject: Fw: RE: Re: Your letter dated 11 August 2011
Dear Frederic
I met with my constituents on Friday afternoon. During which we agreed certain actions. As a result
Mr Little has subsequently sent me the two emails in the trail below and copied you. The contents
should be self-explanatory. I have also spoken to him this morning and gained his agreement that you
or your staff can speak directly with him at the contact details below.
Telephone 0044 28427 88054
Fax
0044 28427 88054
Mobile 0044 789 4445920
Skype whitechurch176
You will also be aware that I wrote in an 29 September 2011 email to Mr Dimma (copy you) requesting
that Magellan provide any further technical information available and/or file a Form 44 to enable EASA
to contact them directly. They have recently advised me that there is no further technical information
which needs to be disclosed or considered by your EASA subject matter expert to enable EASA to
conclude its finding of facts in relation to the product certification and/or safety of the T500 plug and
nozzle.
When your investigation has been completed can you please ensure that you do advise me of the
outcome to reassure everyone that the Aircraft Maintenance documentation is valid and there are no
substantive problems with the use of BETA21S in the T500 (or on A380 / A318) which would require the
widespread replacement of plugs and nozzles with new OEM parts for aircraft in service. I particularly
note this could be a real issue at Lufthansa in Germany in the next year.
Many thanks for your and EASA’s professional and proactive regulatory approach on these matters and I
look forward to hearing your final conclusions.”
Jim
Jim Shannon, MP for Strangford
Office - 028 9182 7990 - 34a Frances St, Newtownards, BT23 7DN
Mob - 07721960285
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Website extract - front page www.fortfield.com
Extract from PwC written evidence to the House of Lords Economic Affairs Committee (2010)
– at para 24 : “Professional scepticism is fundamental to what auditors do. It is defined in auditing
standards as “an attitude that includes a questioning mind, being alert to conditions which may indicate
possible misstatement due to error or fraud, and a critical assessment of audit evidence.”
and at para 25 : It is the job of the auditor, as established by internationally agreed auditing
standards, to challenge management’s assertions and ensure that they are backed with evidence that is
appropriate, supportable and capable of independent verification. It is not the auditor’s job to develop
alternative views and then try to persuade management to adopt them in preference to theirs.” and
then read this example of A340 pricing – “management’s assertion” – PwC para.8.62b – maths
wrong/untruthful: A340 quantities – “management asserts” – PwC para 8.72/8.76 – untruthful/
industry PwC logic+maths wrong
FRC/APB – “Audit is essential to public and investor confidence in companies… The application of an
appropriate degree of professional scepticism is a crucial skill for auditors. Unless auditors are prepared
to challenge management’s assertions they will not act as a deterrence to fraud nor be able to confirm,
with confidence, that a company’s financial statements give a true and fair view.”
As the Daily Telegraph reported on the 26 July 2011, following the Annual Audit Inspection Report to
the UK Business Secretary of State, Dr Cable MP - “Biggest audit firms hit by scathing regulator’s
verdict” “Not enough scepticism, a failure to robustly challenge management, and a propensity to encourage
salesmanship of non-audit services. These are just three of the recurrent rebukes detailed in the Audit
Inspection Unit’s (AIU) assessment of the six largest audit firms…….
All the auditors were guilty of failing to check financial statements and management assumptions
with enough analysis and rigour, according to the AIU.
PwC – the world’s largest auditor – was censured for a catalogue of failings like its rivals, most notably
for problems with its assessment of goodwill at two FTSE 100 companies, weakness in the majority of its
reviewed audit in relation to auditing of revenue, and issues with work led by an increasing number of
audit directors rather than partners. PwC, was also criticised for its handling of international bank
subsidiaries in the UK particularly on provisions made against loan books.”
ON 10 NOVEMBER 2011
I sent the email below – copied to Mr Dimma and the MAC Audit Committee lawyers (TORYS LLP)
with a version and then a direct email to him now with this updated version of this document.
“ From: Brian Little [mailto:brian@fortfield.com]
Sent: 10 November 2011 10:09
To: 'JIM SHANNON'; 'RAECharles'
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Cc: 'wdimma@brookfield.com'; 'pjewett@torys.com'; 'robert beckett'
Subject: RE: Re: Interview request re Brian Little
James / Naomi
Thankyou for the confirmation in your email below.
I have also established last night, from some senior friends in Airbus Toulouse, that EADS have
recognised the termination of the A340 programme in their Q3.2011 accounts with the writeback of
income resulting from the finalization of the Kingfisher A340 500 etc cancellations initiated in 2008. I
attach a copy of this information from Flight / EADS Q3.2011 this morning etc for your information.
I have also separately confirmed that Aircelle have not received any further A340/Trent 500 engine
exhaust systems from Magellan since their shipment of the final three units in June 2010, as I stated in
my Closing Submissions.
I will also be able to check / verify the 17:18 aircraft / 70 engines : EASA information due to exceed
40000 flying hours commencing in January 2012 – December 2012 from the Flight databases and friends
there.
Finally I have just remembered following the EADS Q3.2011 results that Magellan / Mr Dimma are likely
to be having their MAC Audit Committee and Board to consider and approve their Q3.2011 financial
results today for publication next week … some 5 years after Mr Dimma’s “investigation” and letter
dated 14 November 2006 to me.
Kind regards
Brian
and on the evening of 10 November 2011 - a copy of this document to
Mr Dimma
Mr Jewett
Mr Shannon MP
Mr Don Linsdell _ E&Y Canada ……………. website part G
Mr Eric Reguly --- Canada Globe and Mail
Mr Robert Beckett
and on the evening of 11 November 2011 following a discussion with my Constituency MP
– the inclusion of new pages
Circulation to same people and
Added
Mr Murray Edwards as MAC Chairman of this public company…… (Currently on TSE) ,
Mr Ian Powell as Chairman and Senior Partner of PwC UK and
Mr Trent Henry as Chairman and CEO of E&Y Canada.
Mr Adrian Lynch QC
and on the evening of 15 November 2011
Replacement of page 1 with Airbus Press Release etc. and inclusion of EASA conclusions (pages 30-32)
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